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This Letter reports a modeling study on the formation of streamer discharges from an isolated

ionization column under subbreakdown condition. Numerical simulations show that positive streamers

are able to form from the tip of an ionization column in a uniform applied electric field well below the

breakdown threshold field. However, even when the applied field approaches the breakdown threshold

field, negative streamers fail to originate from the other tip of the ionization column after the positive

streamer has propagated a certain distance. The results reported explain some puzzling observations on

streamer discharges in nature such as the predominant initiation of sprites by downward propagating

positive streamers and help advance the initiation theories of sprites and lightning.
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Introduction.—Streamer discharges are filamentary plas-
mas, which are driven by highly nonlinear space charge
waves [[1], p. 327]. In laboratory experiments, when high
voltage pulses are applied to an electrode, free electrons
(e.g., produced by cosmic ray radiation) near the electrode
are accelerated and can acquire sufficient energy to knock
out additional electrons from neutral air molecules. The
number of electrons increases like avalanches, and charge
separation occurs during this process, producing an increas-
ing space charge field. When the number of free electrons
in an electron avalanche reaches a critical value (� 108 at
ground pressure), the space charge field becomes compa-
rable to the applied field. At this point, the dynamics of the
discharge is largely determined by the space charge field
and the avalanche has become a streamer. To start electron
avalanches, the applied field must be greater than a thresh-
old value known as the conventional breakdown threshold
field Ek, which is defined by the equality of the ionization
and dissociative attachment coefficients [[1], p. 135]. It is
about 3:2� 106 V=m at ground pressure in air and ap-
proximately scaled with air density. Streamer discharges
are classified as positive (cathode-directed) and negative
(anode-directed) streamers depending on the polarity of the
charge in the streamer head (the direction of their propaga-
tion). Many studies have found that the inception condition
and propagation characteristics of streamers depend on
their polarity regardless of whether they develop in uniform
[2,3] or nonuniform [e.g.,[3,4]] electric fields.

Streamer discharges also exist in natural plasma phe-
nomena in Earth’s atmosphere. The most common example
is lightning flashes. Although not clearly understood, stream-
ers play important roles in initiation and propagation of
lightning channels. One of the biggest mysteries in atmos-
pheric sciences is how lightning starts in thunderclouds,
where decades of electric field measurements consistently
give a maximum value about an order of magnitude smaller
than Ek [e.g., [5]]. Another natural plasma phenomenon

where streamers can be found is sprites, large electric dis-
charges in themesosphere and lower ionosphere, whichwere
discovered about two decades ago [e.g., [6,7]]. They appear
after intense cloud-to-ground lightning flashes that produce a
strong quasielectrostatic field for 10–100sms above thunder-
clouds. Typical sprites are initiated at�75–80 km altitudes
with downward propagating positive streamers that may or
maynot be followedbyupwardpropagating negative stream-
ers [e.g.,[8,9]]. It has been generally believed that
the lightning electric field must reach Ek to trigger sprites,
which has been supported by large-scale modeling of
sprites [e.g., [10]], streamer modeling of fine resolution
[e.g., [2,11–14]] and simulations of streamer formation
from a descending ionization wave known as sprite halos in
the lower ionosphere [15]. Those works are indeed able to
explain various aspects of some sprite events. However,
recent studies showed that many sprites are initiated in a
lightning field about 0:2–0:6Ek [16,17], and it is unclear how
sprite streamers can be triggered in such an electric field
significantly smaller than Ek. Although several previous
studies found that large-scale perturbations of background
neutral air density [e.g.,[10,18]] or electron density [15] can
facilitate sprite initiation, a powerful lightning flash capable
of producing an electric field close to Ek is still required.
In this Letter we report the first simulation results that

unambiguously demonstrate that streamers can be initiated
in an electric field close to the maximum value of observed
thundercloud electric fields [5] and the field value reported
in [16,17] for sprites. The streamer initiation is enabled
by introducing small-scale isolated ionization patches
(equivalent to isolated conductors or dielectrics of large
dielectric constant). This work helps reveal the initiation
processes of lightning and sprites, and it also explains some
puzzling observations of streamer discharges in nature.
Model.—The dynamics of a single streamer is described

by drift-diffusion equations coupled with Poisson’s equation
in a cylindrically symmetric system [2]:
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where ne, np, and nn are the electron, positive-ion, and

negative-ion number densities; ~ve ¼ ��e
~E is the drift ve-

locity of electrons, with �e being the absolute value of

electron mobility and ~E electric field; �i is the ionization
frequency; �a2 and �a3 are the two-body and three-body
electron attachment frequencies, respectively; �ep and �np

are the coefficients of electron-positive ion and negative-
positive ion recombinations, respectively; De is the electron
diffusion coefficient; Sph is the rate of electron-ion pair

production due to photoionization;� is the electric potential;
e is the absolute value of electron charge; and "0 is the
permittivity of free space. Ions are stationary for the time
scales involved in the present work because they have much
largermobilities than electrons. The numericalmethods used
to solve the model equations are described in Ref. [2] except
the method for calculating Sph that is discussed in [19,20]. A

class of hypotheses for the initiation of lightning and sprites
suggests that streamers are able to form around the sharp tips
of conducting objects (e.g., thundercloud hydrometeors for
lightning and ionospheric ionization patches for sprites)
placed in an electric field much weaker than Ek. Here we
model the conducting objects using an ionization column of
free electrons and positive ions. The column has a hemi-
spherical cap at each end. The plasma density in the column
is uniform along the axial direction and follows a Gaussian
distribution in the radial directionwhile the density in the cap
follows a spherical Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian dis-
tributions have the same peak density and characteristic
spatial scale. The column is placed at the center of the
simulation region, and the simulation is started by applying

a uniform, vertical electric field ~E0 pointing downwardmod-
eling either the thundercloud electric field or the lightning
field in the lower ionosphere.

Results.—Figure 1 shows a sprite streamer successfully
forms at 70 km altitude in a lightning field E0 ’ 0:5Ek.
The Gaussian distributions of the initial ionization column
have a characteristic spatial scale of 3 m and peak density
of 6� 1010 m�3. The length of the column is 60 m. When
~E0 in the lower ionosphere is suddenly established by
lightning, the ionization column becomes polarized with
the upward movement of free electrons. This movement
exposes the positive ions in the lower end (positive end) of

the column while resulting in an excess of electrons in the
upper end (negative end). The continuous transport of elec-
trons accumulates positive and negative charge [Fig. 2(a)] at
the respective end as well as in a thin shell around the
column. As the charge accumulates, it screens an increasing
fraction of the external field out of the ionization column
and leads to a growing enhancement of the electric field at
the ends [Fig. 2(b)]. However, asymmetric conditions are
created at the two ends: a compact space charge region
forms at the positive tip in contrast to a large, diffuse region
at the negative tip. This is because the positive ions exposed
are confined in the compact column but the excess electrons
in the negative end can continuously spread outward.
Consequently, the electron density distribution becomes
steeper at the positive tip showing a slightly upward shifted
tip and becomes less steep at the negative tip from 0 to
0.15 ms. During this period, the magnitude of electric field
at the positive tip increases continuously but the location
of the maximum field is fixed over time. At about 0.17 ms,
the field reaches about 2:5Ek (Ek ¼ �217 V=m at 70 km
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FIG. 1 (color online). Cross-sectional views of distributions of
electron density during the initiation of a sprite streamer.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Cross-sectional views of distributions of
(a) charge density and (b) electric field during the initiation of
the sprite streamer.
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altitude) and the location of the maximum field starts to
move forward. The electron density in the tip also quickly
increases when the field becomes greater than Ek, and the
high density region finally extends forward as shown by
electron density distributions at 0.2 ms and later. A positive
streamer is born from the positive tip of the initial ionization
column. On the contrary, only a diffuse electron cloud and
space charge region appear around the negative tip.

A close look at electron density, space charge density, and
electric field profiles along the symmetry axis of the
streamer at 0.17 and 0.27 ms is shown in Fig. 3. It shows
that the location of the maximum field is slightly ahead of
the peak of the space charge density. At 0.17 ms, ionization
of molecules in the high field region produces a visible
electron density hump, which is colocated with the peak
space charge density. The location of the streamer peak field
starts to move at this time because a sufficient number of
electrons have been produced, which when moving into the
current positive space charge region, neutralize the positive
charge and leave behind a new positive space charge region.
In other words, the electron density in the high field region
has increased to the degree that the Maxwellian relaxation
time is short enough to screen the field out of the region. The
profiles at 0.27ms show a fully-formed streamerwith a head
field of 3:5Ek and a channel density of 2:4� 1011 m�3.

At the positive tip, the electrons ahead of the ionization
region where the electric field is greater than the break-
down field Ek are produced by the photoionization process.
The responsible photons are emitted from the ionization
region. At the moment when the peak field starts to move,
the preionization level ahead of the ionization region is still
very low and the ionization time required for raising the
electron density to the value capable of reducing the field is
longer than Maxwellian relaxation time in the ionization
region. While the location of the peak field moves forward,
the magnitude of the electric field continues to increase as

well as the electron density in the tip, which leads to an
overshoot in the electron density profile (see the hump
present on the density profile at 0.27 ms). Eventually,
more and more photons are produced because of the in-
creasing field and size of the ionization region, raising the
preionization level. A positive streamer with relatively
constant electron density and head field begins to propa-
gate along the direction of the electric field.
Discussion.—Space charge at ionization column tips:

From equations (1) to (4), the following equation can be
obtained for space charge density � ¼ eðnp � ne � nnÞ:

@�

@t
¼ � e�ene�

"0
��e

~E � rne; (5)

where diffusion, recombination, and spatial variation of
mobility are neglected as they are unimportant compared
to other terms. The first term� e�ene�

"0
on the right hand side

is the dielectric relaxation term, and the second term

��e
~E � rne describes how electron drift affects the space

charge density. At the positive tip, the drift term is positive as
~E is opposite to the direction of electron density gradient
while the same term gives an opposite sign at the negative
tip. Initially, space charge density is small and the dielectric
relaxation term is negligible. Due to the drift term, each
polarity of charge accumulates at its end. As the space
charge density increases, the dielectric relaxation term plays
a more important role in the negative tip than the positive tip
because the positive tip is depleted with electrons while the
negative tip acquires an excess of electrons. This results in a
diffuse negative tip but a compact positive tip.
Implications to sprite streamers: The results reported

here offer an explanation to sprite streamer initiation in a
lightning field about 0:2–0:6Ek as reported in [16,17].
Ionization patches at sprite altitudes can be created by
many atmospheric processes: thunderstorm and lightning
related processes, meteorites, etc. In addition, it has been a
puzzle why many sprites only consist of downward prop-
agating positive streamers but not upward propagating
negative streamers, or if the negative streamers are present
in a sprite, they often appear later and originate from
existing sprite structures at lower altitude [e.g.,[8,9]]. Our
aforementioned discussion indicates that asymmetric dis-
charge conditions are created at the two tips, which make
the initiation of positive streamers much easier than nega-
tive streamers. A recent, detailed experimental study
showed that positive streamers can be triggered from a
needle electrode at atmospheric pressure at a lower voltage
than negative streamers [4]. Our results are in principle
consistent with this experimental finding although the dis-
charge reported here originates from an isolated electrode
(i.e., the column) while the electrode was connected to an
external circuit in [4].
As a matter of fact, with the same simulation setup but

an increased E0 ’ 0:8Ek, negative streamers are still absent
when the positive streamer reaches the bottom boundary.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Profiles of electron density, electric field,
and charge density along the symmetry axis at 0.17 (solid lines)
and 0.27 ms (dashed lines) of the sprite streamer.
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However, there is a possibility that negative streamers will
form eventually if the positive streamer is allowed to
continue its development (see Ref. [14] for discussion on
negative charging of the positive streamer trail and possible
initiation of negative streamers due to this effect). It is
known that a positive streamer developing from a positive
electrode in such fields draws an exponentially increasing
current [13]. This deposits a large amount of negative
charge at the origin. It is very likely that the positive
streamer developing from the ionization column also car-
ries such a current. The current will deposit negative
charge to the column faster than the dissipation from the
negative tip, which may eventually lead to initiation of a
negative streamer from that tip.

Streamers from thundercloud hydrometeors: To investi-
gate possible streamer initiation from thundercloud hydro-
meteors in electric field smaller than Ek, a simulation was
conducted for an applied field about 0:5Ek at ground pres-
sure. The hydrometeor is modeled as an ionization column
with a length of 5mm, radius of 0.1mm, and peak density of
2� 1020 m�3. The reason why hydrometeors can be mod-
eled this way is their large dielectric constant (� 80). The
cross-sectional distributions of electron density and electric
field are shown in Fig. 4. A positive streamer is successfully
initiated from the positive end of the column but no negative
streamer appears from the other end. The detailed dynamics
of the field increase and discharges around the tips are
similar to the low pressure case presented in Figs. 1–3.
Our results are consistent with the experimental findings
reported in [21] showing that positive streamers can
form from isolated ice needles in a uniform applied field

significantly belowEk. The dimension of the column is also
consistent with the typical size of the ice crystals grown in
[21] and falls into the upper range of the size of realistic
thundercloud hydrometeors [[22], p. 54 and 245]. It should
be pointed out that the model hydrometeor best matches an
ice needle aligned in thundercloud electric fields. Realistic
hydrometeors in thunderclouds exhibit more complicated
geometries, but the simple geometry chosen here allows us
to find the most important factors that determine whether
streamers can be initiated in the field smaller than Ek (see
the following section for estimating the required dimension
of a hydrometeor to trigger streamers in an electric field
below Ek). With the ionization patch, the electrode effects
(such as plasma sheath, photoelectron emission, and ion
impact) across the discharge plasma and the ice needle are
not included, but for the discharge around the positive tip
the electrode effects are unimportant as electron avalanches
move toward the electrode. As those effects are important
for the discharge around the other tip, the discharge there
can be different from what is reported here if a real ice
particle is used in the simulation. Work is currently under-
taken tomodel the discharge around a real hydrometeor and
will be reported in a future paper. In addition to the appli-
cation to the lightning problem, the simulation results at
ground pressure are also applicable to laser-induced spark
discharges in laboratory [23] and laser-induced electric
discharge activities in thunderclouds [24].
Dimension and density of initial ionization column: In this

section, we estimate the requirements for the dimension and
density of the initial column for streamer initiation by ap-
proximating the column as a perfect conductor. Those two
parameters determine the maximal field at the tip when
the column is polarized. According to Ref. [25], the field at
the tip of a cylindrical conductor in uniform E0 is Em ¼
½3þ 0:56ðl=aÞ0:92�E0, where l and a are the length and
radius of the conductor, respectively. To be able to initiate a
streamer,Em should be around the streamer head field 3–5Ek

if a takes a value of typical streamer radii. The value of l can

then be determined as l ¼ a½ 1
0:56 ðEm=E0 � 3Þ�1=0:92. The

density required can be estimated by considering how
much charge appears on the conductor. The linear charge
density �ðzÞ on the conductor not too close to the ends is [26]

�ðzÞ ¼ 4�"0E0z

ln½4ðl2=4� z2Þ=a2� � 2
; (6)

where z ¼ 0 is the center of the conductor. The charge
density at z ¼ ðl=2� aÞ gives a low bound for the peak
plasma density of the column:

ne0 ¼ np0 ¼ �ðl=2� aÞ
e�a2

: (7)

On the other hand, the requirement for the peak plasma
density of the hemispherical Gaussian cap can be estimated
by setting its total charge of single polarity equal to the total
charge on half of an isolated conducting spherewith potential
E0l=2 in a uniform field E0:

t = 0 s
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ne0 ¼ np0 ¼ 2"0ð3aþ lÞE0

e�0:5a2
: (8)

Choosing a ¼ 3 m and Em ¼ 3–5Ek for sprite streamers,
l ¼ 21–52 m and ne0 ¼ 2:1–4:2� 1010 m�3 from the
above equations, which are not far from the actual values
used: l ¼ 60 m and ne0 ¼ 6� 1010 m�3. In fact, simula-
tions show that a streamer is able to form at ne0¼
2�1010m�3 and l ¼ 60 m but not at ne0¼1�1010m�3

and l ¼ 60 m. In addition, a streamer successfully forms at
l ¼ 24 m and ne0 ¼ 5� 1010 m�3 but not at l ¼ 18 m and
ne0 ¼ 3� 1010 m�3. It should be noted that the estimation
from approximating the column as a cylindrical conductor
may only give order of magnitude accuracy as during the
polarization of the ionization column its geometry can
deviate significantly from the original column. Similar
calculation can be performed for streamer formation at
thundercloud altitude, which can lead to the constraint
for the dimension of thundercloud hydrometeors.
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